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Club run events are only possible with the involvement of ALL members. 

Without volunteers to coordinate and participate in club events the club will fail to prosper 

Cover photo,   Solar storm – see SWW, page 26 & https://youtu.be/XrPW4337IHI 
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Event Queue 

 

 

 

October: 

 

    15th  General meeting, see club emails 

  

 

November: 

 

      5th   Prac/Natter night, see club emails    

  13-14th Antennapalooza 

    19th  General meeting, see club emails 

  

https://youtu.be/XrPW4337IHI
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Gateway is the official journal of the Gippsland Gate radio & Electronics Club.  
It is published in good faith for its members and other interested parties. The articles here in do not necessarily 

represent the views of the committee or the membership.  
Any material that may be copyright has been included with permission where available.  

If there is an issue with copyright please contact the editor 

 

GGREC President’s Message 

 

President’s Message October 2021. 

 

Well, the light at the end of the lock down tunnel is now in sight.   We look to be opening up in November 

and I can’t wait to get out and about.   I hope the Clubs that I am a member of don’t have events on the 

same day as I can’t be in two places at once! 

 

We will have to wait to find out what the restrictions will be when lock down ends and we will meet in 

compliance with those rules.   We have quite a backlog of maintenance items to get through like re-

installing VK3RWD at Mt Worth, carrying out a stocktake of Club assets, Clearing out the items donated to 

the Club that are stored in the Clubrooms and getting ready for the Christmas party. 

 

I hope you will get involved with these activities and reconnect with Club members.  

It has been a long time since we have met and I hope you will be patient while we get back to normality. 

 

Remember, the key to a vibrant active Club is in your hands.   Your participation and enthusiasm 

determines how the Club operates.   The Committee can facilitate what you want to do in the Club so 

please get involved for the benefit of all members. 

 

For those of you that have a Working With Children’s Card, it is important that you make sure you have 

included GGREC in the list or organisations that you volunteer for.  Klaus has written a step by step article 

that shows you how to update the Volunteer Organisation list.   Please give put this high on your list of 

things to do. Page 5 

 

Kind regards, 

Bruno Tonizzo VK3BFT 

President GGREC Inc. 
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Paul VK3TGX 

From The Editor 
A sticky situation, 

I was going through my wares, looking for 

ideas for the magazine when I picked up my 

Arduino powered display box. Whilst handling 

it I noticed a slight sticky feeling on the 

bottom, strange, it’s been sitting for ages in 

my study, without going anywhere, so how 

could it have picked up any sticky gunk? 

Then I realised, it was the brown rubber feet 

that I had stuck on it, they were trying to 

return to their origins – or is it back to their 

petro-chemical roots. Some feet just go hard, 

others turn into a chemical slime. So it’s lucky that I picked it up, as it was just starting. If left 

alone it would eventually have glued itself to whatever it was sitting on. Blast! 

I remember picking up a few packs of these feet from Bunnings a few years back, wow did 

these die quickly, especially considering I have gear older than me, that has no such issues. 

Oh well, now I have to scour the house trying to remember what I fitted them too, so much for 

me getting a bit of a bargain, as Bunning was ridding itself of them. When big retailers get rid 

of products it usually means they cannot sell enough of them, not that they were bad. 

My main other consternation was working on a set 

of headphones. I basically needed another set of 

hands, one set to work on them, the other to hold 

the two ear-pads apart so I could work on them. 

I would kind of get the other earpiece off to the 

side, reach for a screwdriver, and boing, the two 

earpieces were all but back face to face – darn… 

I was contemplating setting up a shot of me 

cutting the headband in half with an angle-grinder 

or some other totally inappropriate tool. 

This all got me thinking about doing an article on 

the worst electronics devices ever conceived, as in 

things that are a right pain to work on. I used to think that cordless phones and answering machines 

were it, however maybe I should add headphones, and maybe even watches, if you’ve ever tried to 

change the battery in one. (Blow taking them to a jewellers, batteries should be user replaceable) 

This all bring back memories of my brother working on his car. He was sitting in the front, with his face 

jammed between the top of the dash and the windscreen, as he tried to get his hands further up under 

the dash – then he was slowly surrounded be a cloud of smoke. 

“I think they call that a short circuit” – he didn’t look happy.  
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All members with a valid ‘Working with Children Check’ 

As per the Presidents message, page3 

In case we will engaged in a Jamboree with the scouts the participating members need to have a valid 

working with children check.  These can be obtained free of charge if you are volunteering. 

If you don’t have one and you wish to volunteer in areas where you may have contact to minors, please 

apply for a Working with Children Check  .  Go to the Working with Children Check Victoria website    

https://www.workingwithchildren.vic.gov.au/   and apply. 

Members with a valid Working with Children Check  you will need to add our club to your volunteer 

organizations and provide the TREASURER with your Working with Children Check  number. 

Use the above link and click on   “MyCheck Account”    

 

 

If you have already an account login, just login to update your details. 

If do not have an account just create a new one.  This process is very easy and should not take up much 

time. 

 

https://www.workingwithchildren.vic.gov.au/
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When logged into your account press on 

Change my details on the left side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scroll down and click on add an 

organization. 

 

Fill in the details for our club    
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Enter the Occupational 

field as ’42, clubs, asso…’. 

 

 

Press the Update button. 

 

 

After that you will need to check the 

checkbox and press Submit. 

 

 

If everything went well you will get 

a Success! Message. 

 

 

Our club should now be on your list. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please do not forget to send your   Working with Children Check card number to me for update in our 

member list.    

Thanks 

Klaus   VK3IU   Teasurer 
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USER REVIEW BAOFENG  UV5   dual band hand held 

Many might have seen these adds a whooping 2,000 Watt handheld, why 

have a big HF Beam and expensive equipment when we can get 2kW from a 

handheld. 

Well    LOL   (laughing out loud) don’t be fooled, you want get 2kW, not 200 

W and  neither 20W out of this radio, but you can get 5W (that what my 

SWR/Power meter claims, not very accurate). 

So you got your Foundation License or you are like me after 20 years of QRT 

you climb out of your grave or other hiding place and want to get active again.  Then this little radio is 

certainly good value for money.  It sells well below 100$, you can program it from the radio itself and 

from the PC with a suitable software tool.  It has all the bells and whistles of more expensive analogue 

radios that you can buy from well known manufacturers. 

The think is very wideband and even has a FM UKW radio reception, not really sure why, I never used it  

The radio is very light with 200g of weight easy to carry. I use it during my lunchtime walks and the 

battery life is impressive.  It comes with most features of an analogue FM RX/TX handheld.  Can store 128 

Channels, Dual Band covers the frequency range 136-174MHz VHF and 400-520MHz UHF, has CTCSS and  

DTMF.   You may want to restrict it to the amateur radio bands, which can be done using CHIRP. 

The radio can be programmed directly, although this didn’t allow you to add names to a channel.  Using 

CHIRP  all features will be available.  The software is free and very easy to use. 

 

https://chirp.danplanet.com/projects/chirp/wiki/Home 

 

  

https://chirp.danplanet.com/projects/chirp/wiki/Home
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Depending on the Bafoeng model you might 

need to play around with the MODEL selection. 

Have the radio volume set to maximum to 

enable a good download.   With CHIRP you can 

program the channel name, something you cant 

do in the radio itself. 

 

Its extremely simple to program. 
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What do I like on it: 

 Lightweight,  

 easy to use  

 you can program most features from the radio 

 long battery life 

 

What is not good: 

 The supplied charger station is poorly designed and you need to align the radio carefully into the 

guiding rails to get a good contact to the charging pins. So you cant just drop it in, as it will not 

have contact. 

 Receiver is not well build and there is no proper RF front-end pre-selection happening.  My garage 

opener remote is causing the receiver to overload on 70cm, so bad.   Dont even try to operate it 

near a 50W transmitter.  But If you are out for a walk and no other transmitters are near the radio 

will do its job. 

 I don’t think there is any support available in Australia, so its very likely a throw away product if it 

fails, but considering the low price its still a good deal. 

 

Above report is a subjective user experience. 

73 de Klaus 

VK3IU 
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Caravan for Sale 
  

Jayco Discovery Outback (Semi-Off-road) 

Year of manufacture: 06/2010 

Model 15-48-1 

Pop Top 

Length 15 ft / 4,6 m 

Single Axle 

Reinforced Leaf Springs 

10" Brakes 

ATM 1,800 kg 

Seating Capacity 4 people 

Sleeps 2 people, Single beds 

Fridge 90 litre 3 way 

Battery 12V 110AH 

Diesel heating System 

Reverse Cycle Aircon 

Rollout Awning 

Complete Annex 

Phone No. 

0490309540 or 0359414059 
 

Thanks in advance 

Helmut, VK3DHI 
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Headset Giveaway 

I mistakenly I purchased the incorrect headset kit for my Anytone. 

Turns out that there are multiple standard spacing for the MIC/Phone connectors out there and I 

purchased one for a Motorola unit.  Which is  Motorola "M1" Connector Two jack plugs, one 3.5mm the 

other 2.5mm, centres 8mm apart. 

 

I am happy to give it up for free if someone has a use for it, I purchased the correct one and it works 

good, very good for walking in a windy environment. 

 Some GOOGLE research and I found this website explaining the different MIC/Phone. 

https://www.walkie-talkie-radio.co.uk/information/walkie-talkie-radio-audio-connectors-explained 

 

VK3IU 

Klaus Illhardt 

Phone +61 490 258 029 

 

former:  DL5ZAH,  DU1/DL5ZAH, 4F1RWW, 4F7RWW, VK3WWR 

https://www.walkie-talkie-radio.co.uk/information/walkie-talkie-radio-audio-connectors-explained
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ICM7208 Counter ‘project‘ 

In my junk box I have 3 of these Mann PT-

700 ‘totalisers’, which are basically a 7 digit 

counter with a few extra circuits for use in 

an industrial environment. 

They take in a 4 to 20mA current loop and 

turn that into a count of how much ‘stuff’ 

has flowed past – i.e. the ‘total’ 

Otherwise without this you’d have an 

operator looking to a gauge measuring a 

flow rate, saying something like “we’ve 

had 10 litres a minute flowing into that 

tank for an hour, there must be 600 litres 

in there”, these meters used to automate 

all that. Something probably done by a 

computer these days, probably why they 

were ripped out. 

That side of them is of no use to me, what I 

was interested in was the counter IC , display , 

and power supply, all in a nice metal box. 

I liked the industrial look, so I picked the best 

of them and popped it into a plastic box, 

where I could add my own circuitry to get 

some value out of them. 

The main part being the ICM7208 and whether 

I could get it to do something a bit more than 

just counting. Hopefully a touch of Arduino will  

be just what is needed. 

One problem with an Arduino is they cannot 

directly drive a string of 7 segment displays, 

the segment drive is almost right at 20mA into 

modern efficient displays, however the digit 

select is a bit of a problem, as the current is up 

to 8 times higher. You can either use a pile of 

transistors, or a ULN2004 etc. Or get yourself a 

dedicated display driver like a MAX7219, quite 

popular on the many Arduino display modules 

out there from the various Asian suppliers. 

Yes, I could just order another display module, 

however I’ve already done that, and as I said 

before, I kind of liked the look. Plus the fact 

that I had previously spent the time to mount 

one in a box – I might as well finish the job. 

Not to mention, we’re still in lockdown, the 

postal system is currently broken, and the 

electronics shops are kind of shut 
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Paul VK3TGX 

 -  Yes I can ‘ click and collect’, however I tend to think of that for more important $$$ items. 

So back into Arduino land and their twist on ‘C’ programming, which is really just ‘C’, as in using the ‘GCC 

GNU compiler’ with a pile of Arduino add-ons that can easily be ignored if so desired. 

So basically I wanted to use the ICM7208 IC as just a display driver, as all the hard work of connecting up 

a display, power supply, and putting it into a box had been done for me. A while ago I got a 6 digit nixie 

display, that was also basically a counter, working as a general display by adding a touch of Arduino 

tomfoolery to the mix. 

What I did then was to quickly clock in the 

number I wanted to display, leave it alone for a 

half second or so, then clear and clock in the 

next number. 

I was able to do this fast enough that the user 

didn’t see the counter actually count. 

There was one big limitation, of course, this 

trick stops working if the display was greater 

than 3 digits. If you wanted to use a larger 

counter, it needed to have a latch function, so 

the actual display was frozen while you 

worked behind the scene on the actual 

counters. Either that, or you needed to split 

the display into a set of smaller units. In the case of the 6 digit Nixie display, I broke it into 3 x 2 digit 

units, now the clocking was so fast the eye could not see it happen at all. 

However in these totalisers, all the counting, all 7 digits of it is contained in the one IC. Yes it does have 

a latch, however even using that, it was going to take too long to clock in a 7 digit number, it would be 

either painfully slow, or I’d have to forgo one or two digits. 

Looking at the ICM7208 data sheet however revealed a possible solution, the IC has 3 test inputs, these 

allow ‘counts’ to be injected further up the line bypassing the lesser digits, so Hurrah, success is at hand. 

Or so I thought, yes I can clock in a 7 digit number in the blink of an eye, however the Intersil leading 

zero blanking scheme proved to be a killer. For some strange reason the 7208 has four zero blankers 

that don’t talk to each other, they only know that a count has gone through them, so keep the zero’s lit, 

as an upper stage has a count. It works if you just use it as a normal counter, however if you bypass a 

section and clock in a number further up the line, the lower section does not know and keeps the zero’s 

off. So if I clock in say 310030, I get what you 

see here. The lower two digits are always on 

(blanking is in two digit groups), nothing was 

sent to the middle two digits, via the test1 

tapping as I wanted zero, and 31 was clocking 

in to the upper two via the test2 tapping, so 

this is what I get, NQR, darn. 

One fix is to first reset, then clock all the 

sections right around and back to zero, this 

locks out all the zero blankers, then clock in 

the desired number. MESSY to say the least. 

Oh well you live and learn. Nothing ventured, nothing gained. I have an idea for a slightly weird clock 

that uses a regular counter, so I might as well go there. The only thing I paid for was the Arduino nano, 

and that is in a socket, so I can easily retrieve it. 

To anyone else, go to Jaycar and spend $4.20 on a MAX7219. 
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Pi-Star Hotspot 
Pi-Star hotspot to operate on the Brandmeister and the DMR+ Network 

After a lot of trial an error and a steep learning curve and I still don’t understand it totally, here my setup to 

operate a Pi-Star Hotspot on the Brandmeister and DMR+ Network at the same time. 

There is no restarting, changing of setting when you want to switch from one network to the other.  The only 

changes happen ones in the INI setup window of your Pi-Star. Your DMR Radio needs to be reprogrammed with a 

new Code Plug to tell the Pi-Star to send your TG to either network. 

Note you will be doing this on your own risk and I will not take any responsibility for any error or damage.  I done 

these on my Hotspot and they work perfectly. 

Please always backup your current Pi-Star setting before attempting this! 

Open your Pi-Star  http://pi-star/     and click on Configuration 

 

 

First   Backup your configuration 

 

http://pi-star/
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Give the file a meaningful name and store at a safe location. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After you done this press on 

CONFIGURATION to proceed 

to the INI section 

 

 

 

Click on EXPERT    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click on DMR GW  
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Below window will open and that is where you can insert the changes. 

 

 

Scroll down to the section   [DMR Network 2]    that’s where you will do the changes. 

An explanation of the settings follows at the end. 
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Copy past the green text from below table and overwrite the [DMR Network 2]  settings. 

Press Apply Changes 

 

 

Pi-Star Expert Configuration window Instructions 

UserControl=1 
[DMR Network 1] 
Enabled=1 
Address=5051.master.brandmeister.network 
Port=62031 
TGRewrite0=2,9,2,9,1 
PCRewrite0=2,94000,2,4000,1001 
TypeRewrite0=2,9990,2,9990 
SrcRewrite0=2,4000,2,9,1001 
PassAllPC0=1 
PassAllTG0=1 
PassAllPC1=2 
PassAllTG1=2 
Password="XXXXXXXX" 
Debug=0 
Id=XXXXXXXX 
Name=BM_5051_Australia 
Location=1 
 
[DMR Network 2] 
Enabled=1 
Address=43.245.72.67 
Port=55555 
TGRewrite0=2,800001,2,1,99999 
SrcRewrite0=2,1,2,800001,99999 
Password="PASSWORD" 
Debug=0 
Id=XXXXXXX 
Name=DMR+_IPSC2-VKHOTSPOT 
 
[DMR Network 3] 
Enabled=0 

 
BRANMEISTER settings, if you have them no 
need to change 
 
Don’t change the text in [ ], I tried it and it will 
cause issues (don’t know why) 
 
If you had your hotspot configured for the 
Brandmeister network than the blue section 
doesn’t need to be changed and remains as is. 
 
 
 

 Your own Bransmeister PW 
 

 Your DMR ID 
 
 
 
This section is for the DMR+ 
Just copy paste only the GREEN text into your 
window overwriting the existing [DMR 
Network 2] settings, there are no user specific 
settings here. 
 
The Password  =  PASSWORD 
 
Your own DMR User ID   
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Explanation of what I understand so far 

[DMR Network 2] The brackets, don’t touch 

Enabled=1 Enable 1 = active   and  0 = OFF 

Address=43.245.72.67 
Port=55555 

DMR+ Network IP for VK and  
Port 

TGRewrite0=2,800001,2,1,99999 TG rewrite  all incoming on the RF side GROUP 
CALL from TS2 starting with TG800001 is 
translated to the network side TS2 TG1 
 
Example RF side incoming GROUP CALL 
TG800505 translates to the network side to 505 
on the DMR+ Network 

SrcRewrite1=2,1,2,800001,99999 Source rewrite  all incoming TG on the Network 
side from DMR+ translated to the Pi-Star RF 
side TS2 TG8xxxxx 
 
Example DMR+ Network side incoming TG 505 
translates to the RF side toTS2,  TG800505  

Password="PASSWORD" The password  =  PASSWORD 

Debug=0  

Id=XXXXXXX Your DMR ID 

Name=DMR+_IPSC2-VKHOTSPOT DMR+ Network name (don’t change this) 

 

I found some good explanations under   https://github.com/g4klx/DMRGateway/wiki/Rewrite-Rules 

 

https://github.com/g4klx/DMRGateway/wiki/Rewrite-Rules
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Code plug 
You will need to create a new code plug and add the DMR+ TG to it. 

These DMR+ must start with 800000 as this will tell the Pi-Star to send this TG to the DMR+ Network, 

while any other TG send to the Pi-Star will go to the Brandmeister network. 

I organised these in my Code Plug into ZONES one for the Hotspot Brandmeister and one ZONE for 

Hotspot DMR+. 

The below table was tested and the calls going into the DMR+ Network.  

The yellow column to be used for the DMR+ TG in your codeplug. 

TG TG Name 
Time 
Slot 

Destination Comment 
Pi-Star TG 

converted 

1 TG 1 WW 1 World Wide Calling   800001 

5 TG VK Nets 1 VK Nets Broadcast TG   800005 

9 TG 9 Local 1 Local Repeater Stand Alone 
TG9 I am not sure 
where TG9 goes when 
send into the Network. 800009 

9 TG 9 2 DMR+ Reflector Connections   800009 

10 TG 10 1 DMR-MARC Germany   800010 

13 TG 13 WWE 1 World Wide English   800013 

30 TG 30 2 JOTA 
 

800030 

113 TG 113 1 User Defined TG   800113 

123 TG 123 1 User Defined TG   800123 

133 TG 133 USA 1 DMR+ Connection USA   800133 

143 TG 143 UK 1 DMR+ Connection to UK   800143 

153 TG 153 SPac 1 DMR+ Connection to South Pacific   800153 

262 TG 262 1 or 2 DMR-MARC Germany   800262 

505 TG 505 VK 2 VK All Repeaters 
 

800505 

3800 TG 3800 2 DMR+ VK All Repeaters   803800 

3801 VK1 ACT 2 
DMR+ AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL 
TERRITORY 

  
803801 

3802 VK2 NSW 2 DMR+ NEW SOUTH WALES   803802 

3803 VK3 VIC 2 DMR+ VICTORIA   803803 

3804 VK4 QLD 2 DMR+ QUEENSLAND   803804 

3805 VK5 SA 2 DMR+ State Located Repeaters   803805 

3806 VK6 WA 2 DMR+ State Located Repeaters   803806 

3807 VK7 TAS 2 DMR+ State Located Repeaters   803807 

3808 VK8 NT 2 DMR+ State Located Repeaters   803808 

3809 VK9 ISD 2 DMR+ State Located Repeaters   803809 

3810 TG 3810 WICEN 2 DMR+ State Located Repeaters   803810 

9990 TG 9990 2 Parrot 
Used to test quality of 
transmissions 809990 

 

Have fun exploring this. Any feedback and comment is welcome. 

If anyone knows more about the Pi-Star INI configuration I would love to learn from you. 

 

73 de Klaus   VK3IU 
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AWA audio oscillator; free to good home. 

 

Last year between lockdowns a couple of club members and I attended the Moorabbin and 

District Radio Club’s Hamfest at the Moorabbin Town Hall looking for a bargain or 2, as we usually 

do. Late in the morning, just before the raffle, I wandered past one seller’s table which had a few 

pieces of test gear left on it; gear that I already had at home, (and I had also checked out on 

arrival that morning) but nonetheless I figured another pass of his table wouldn’t go astray. As I 

was passing, the seller called me over and asked if I was interested in anything on the table 

because he didn’t want to have to lug it back home that afternoon. I politely “passed” and said 

that I had most of the gear at home already and I didn’t have much space for any more. The seller 

picked up an AWA audio oscillator and said, “Please take it, I am trying to reduce what’s left for 

the trip home.” I agreed, and then had to lug this audio oscillator around with me for the rest of 

the Hamfest before I got it out to Leigh’s ( VK3FACB ) car. 

 

 

 

The audio oscillator sat in the shack for a few months before I got around to having a look at it 

and I was quite surprised by its performance when I put it “through the hoops”. 
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Back in the 1970’s when this instrument was made, AWA advertised it as a “Laboratory” grade 

signal generator, and after some testing they weren’t wrong.  After leaving it on for a few hours 

to settle in, I ran some simple tests checking for stability and distortion. The tests were run on a 

HP8903B audio analyser and a HP54600A 100 MHz digital oscilloscope. 

The oscillator’s frequency and amplitude were stable and when switching through the ranges, the 

output of the generator did what it was supposed to do.  
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It was the distortion measurement that caught my eye, 0.0167 % Total Harmonic Distortion on 

the 1 KHz waveform. 

 

 

I rechecked the connections to make sure I hadn’t built in any errors into the measurement. No, 

everything was connected the way it should be. Very impressive for a piece of test gear made 

back in the 70’s. To give this a perspective most HiFi audio power amplifiers usually have a THD of 

around 0.02% ( transistor ) and a bit worse for valve amps. As I said before, quite a nice piece of 

kit for its age. 

 

So, where am I going with this?  I’m glad you asked.   

As I explained to the Hamfest seller, I didn’t really need any more test gear so I am happy to give 

this audio oscillator away to someone who will use it. Preference will be given to a Foundation 

member who is building up his shack and if there are no takers then anyone else who would be 

interested. I can be emailed at vk3brs@wia.org.au for enquiries. 

mailto:vk3brs@wia.org.au
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Just as an interesting note, after I finished testing the AWA generator, I wondered how a cheap 

imported oscillator from Ebay would stack up against it, so I ran a few tests on something I had 

for a comparison. The results are as follows: 

 

 

 

 

A picture tells a thousand words ;-) 

 

To be fair, sometimes you do not need an “almost distortion free” signal when testing something, 

it all depends on what you are testing, for example; 
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Say we have a transceiver on the test bench and we are running a low level 1 KHz tone into the 

microphone connection on the rig, testing its deviation / modulation. The mic amplifier in the rig 

may have a distortion specification of say 5%. The cheap DDS oscillator will suffice for the testing 

because the signal source has a better specification than the device under test and you will 

measure the amp’s distortion which is greater than the signal source’s distortion. 

Now if we drove a Hi fidelity audio amplifier rated at 0.02% THD ( Total Harmonic Distortion ) 

with a signal source that has a THD of 0.5 % then the measured distortion on the output of the 

device under test would measure 0.52% due to the distortion in the signal source + the distortion 

in the amplifier.   

A basic rule of testing is the signal source must be cleaner/purer/better than the device under 

test otherwise you will be measuring the quality of your signal source, not the device under test. 

And lastly THD is not the be all or end all of audio amplifier testing, it is one of many parameters 

that require attention including frequency response, cross over distortion &  intermodulation 

distortion to name a few  ;-) 

Happy Testing everyone, 

Cheers and 73, 

Rob de VK3BRS 

 

CALLSIGN PREFIXES 
Unless you have a memory like an elephant, there are just too many callsign prefixes to 

remember.  Therefore it is easier to have an "at hand" database to easily look up a prefix on the run.  Since 

everyone (well almost) has a smart phone, there is an app for everything. 

I found several (and there are most likely more) apps that allow you to look up the country associated with 

a prefix. 

The one I use is  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vincere.hamradioprefixes 

But here is another one 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=g4swy.prefixdecoder.lite 

and another 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.statonsystems.qrzapi 

 I am an Android user but there will be equivalent apps available for your IPhone as well if you visit the 

IPhone store. 

Good DX de Albert VK3BQO 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vincere.hamradioprefixes
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=g4swy.prefixdecoder.lite
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.statonsystems.qrzapi
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Interesting YouTube Videos 

 

Troubleshoot Electronics FAST with a Super Probe 

https://youtu.be/uVkJqqZroN0 
 

 

 Space Weather Woman – TamithaSkov’s channel 

https://www.youtube.com/c/TamithaSkov 

https://youtu.be/uVkJqqZroN0
https://www.youtube.com/c/TamithaSkov
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The GGREC is an affiliated club of the WIA 

 

 

 

 

 

We also give Thanks to 

 

 

For their generous support over the years 

https://www.wia.org.au/
https://www.jaycar.com.au
https://www.altronics.com.au/
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Meetings 20:00hrs on third Friday of the month at the 
Cranbourne Guide hall, Grant Street Cranbourne 

Prac/Natter nights first Friday in the Peter Pavey Clubrooms Cranbourne 19:30hrs  
Visitors are always welcome.  

 

Office bearers 

President Bruno Tonizzo VK3GHM Web Master Mark Clohesy VK3PKT 
Admin Sec Miguel Vaca VK3CPU Magazine Editor Paul Stubbs VK3TGX 
Treasurer Klaus Illhardt VK3IU Property Officer ‘committee’  
General  1 Bruce Williams VK3BRW Assoc. Secretary Miguel Vaca VK3CPU 
General  2 Leigh Findlay VK3FACB    

  

Call in Frequencies, Beacons and Repeaters 

 

The Club Station VK3BJA operates from the Cranbourne Clubrooms. 
6m Repeater Cranbourne VK3RDD, In 52.575 Out 53.575 CTCSS none 

70cm Repeater Cranbourne VK3RGW, In 431.425MHz Out 438.425MHz CTCSS 91.5Hz 
VK3RGW Repeater supports Remote Internet access (IRLP), Node 6794 offline. 

70cm Repeater Seaview VK3RWD, In 433.575MHz Out 438.575MHz CTCSS 91.5Hz offline 
Simplex VHF - 145.450MHz FM, Simplex UHF - TBA 

VK3RLP Beacons 1296.532MHz & 2403.532MHz (currently offline) 
 

Membership Fee Schedule 
 

Pensioner member rate $40.00, Extra family member $20.00 
Standard member rate $50.00, Junior member rate $25.00 

Fees can be paid by EFT to BSB 633000 - Account 146016746 
• Always identify your EFT payments 

• Membership fees are due by each April Annual General Meeting (AGM) 
 

Magazine Articles to editor@ggrec.org.au Cut off, 10th of the month 
All other Club correspondence to:  secretary@ggrec.org.au 

or via post : GGREC, 408 Old Sale Rd, Drouin West 3818 
GGREC Web Site & Archive may be viewed at: www.ggrec.org.au 
Website errors, contact web master:  webmaster@ggrec.org.au 

Facebook Page www.facebook.com/GippslandGate 
 

mailto:editor@ggrec.org.au
mailto:secretary@ggrec.org.au
http://www.ggrec.org.au/
mailto:webmaster@ggrec.org.au
http://www.facebook.com/GippslandGate

